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Pavilion Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Hot and Spicy: Over 100 TripleTested Recipes, Good Housekeeping Institute, Whether you fancy a thai curry, a chilli, something
with Carribbean spices or some traditional Indian fare then this is the book for you. Drawing on an
array of influences this compilation of recipes will set your taste buds alight with varying degrees of
heat. There are over 100 triple-tested recipes in this new full-colour cookery series, featuring the
most popular recipes from the GH Institute Kitchens - tried * tested * trusted recipes that are
guaranteed to work first time every time. Each title in the series contains: * Step-by-step
photography of essential cooking techniques * Nutritional advice - clear information where recipes
are vegetarian, gluten and dairy free * Preparation and cooking times, serving quantities * Menu
ideas * Temperature and measurement conversion charts Other forthcoming GH Easy to Make!
titles include: Chocolate (9781843404941), Family Meals in Minutes (9781843404958), Smoothies &
Juices (9781843404965), Meat-free Meals (9781843404989), Chicken (9781843404972), Pasta, Rice and
Noodles (9781843404996), Kids' Cakes and Party Food (9781843405009).
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Reviews
It is really an remarkable book i have at any time study. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through time. Your life period will likely be change when you
complete looking at this pdf.
-- Alyce Lemke
It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner
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